Employee Medical Records

Introduction

This instruction, which replaces Chapter 2 of Handbook EL-806, Health and Medical Service, provides guidelines for maintaining the status, availability, organization, and security of employee medical records. These records are essential in the administration of effective services.

Overview

A cornerstone in the development and maintenance of the Postal Service Occupational Health Program is the employee medical record. These employee records are the property of the U.S. Postal Service and are essential in the administration of effective health-related services. The occupational health professional has responsibility for the collection, use, organization, disclosure, and security of employee medical records.

The Postal Service recognizes the sensitive nature of employee medical records and places great emphasis on the custodianship and confidentiality of these documents. Postal Service employee medical records are covered by the Privacy Act. (Privacy Act Systems of Records, System USPS 120.090, Administrative Support Manual (ASM) 353, and 5 U.S.C. 552a.)

Questions about access to, or disclosure of, medical records involve the Privacy Act, which applies to records about individuals that are maintained in government systems of records. Although the Privacy Act applies only to information obtained from records, any medical information, whether written or verbal, must be kept confidential, both as a matter of policy and to avoid legal disputes. The Privacy Act provides criminal penalties for any employee who willfully discloses information knowing that disclosure is prohibited, and for any person who knowingly and willfully requests or obtains under false pretenses any records about another person. The Privacy Act prohibits additional copying of covered
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documents, verbal disclosure of information contained in the documents, or distribution of the documents to any person not authorized to receive the information.

Subject to very limited exceptions, such as when release may adversely affect the individual, the Privacy Act permits individuals to obtain access to records about themselves, including medical records, that are maintained in systems of records covered by the Act. The Act prohibits disclosure of an individual's records to persons outside the Postal Service without the individual's express, written consent, except in specified circumstances (see [Release of Access to Restricted Medical Information]). As noted above, information obtained from a record in a Privacy Act system is protected from disclosure by any means. Thus, a wrongful disclosure may occur under the Privacy Act even if the record itself is not disclosed (i.e., verbal disclosure of information contained in a record).

The Privacy Act and postal implementing regulations at ASM 353 apply to all occupational health professionals, including those under contract with the Postal Service to provide occupational health services. The Postal Service retains ownership of medical records held by the Postal Service or by an occupational health professional under contract with the Postal Service to provide occupational health services. Contractor health professionals must maintain Postal Service records separate from their general filing system and must make them available to a Postal Service health professional upon request or contract termination.

Postal health professionals are bound by federal statutes and regulations regarding their conduct. To the extent that conflicts between ethical standards for such professionals and federal statutes or regulations exist, the federal statutes or regulations will generally take precedence.

**Definition**

A medical record is any document maintained by the Postal Service or contracted medical provider that contains medical information about current or former employees or applicants for employment.

**Categories of Medical Records**

The Postal Service maintains three distinct types of medical records, each of which serves a particular function: (1) restricted medical records, (2) administrative medical records, and (3) Office of Workers' Compensation Programs-related medical records. Regardless of the type, access must be limited to those individuals who have a legitimate need to know.
Custodians of Medical Records

Custodians are legally responsible for the retention, maintenance, protection, disposition, disclosure, and transfer of the records in their custody, and for seeing that records within the facilities are managed according to Postal Service policies.

To facilitate both medical and administrative functions, the national medical director delegates custodial responsibility to the senior area medical directors. Additionally, the associate area medical directors, the occupational health nurse administrators (OHNAs), and the health unit staff nurses are considered to have custodial responsibility in the execution of their daily medical and nursing activities. It is the OHNA’s responsibility to be aware of the location of the restricted medical records of all employees in the performance cluster.

For facilities without health units, it is the responsibility of the installation head to guarantee that the restricted medical records are maintained and secured by medical personnel. The occupational health nurse administrator serves as the custodian of the restricted medical records in the performance cluster (see Authorized Requester Categories).

Restricted Medical Records

Definition

Restricted medical records contain medical information that is highly confidential, reflect the privileged employee-occupational health provider relationship, and have the most limitations placed on both their access and disclosure. The national medical director is responsible for the handling of all restricted medical records held by the Postal Service. This responsibility is delegated to the senior area medical directors and other medical personnel who are the custodians of medical records maintained within the postal facilities. The purpose of this delegation is to expedite the handling of medically related issues as required by the Postal Service.

Only medical personnel or postal personnel with a need to know have access to this material (see Authorized Requester Categories, Administrative Medical Records, Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs-related Records). These records are maintained only in medical offices or facilities in employee medical folders (EMFs) unless otherwise directed by the national medical director. These offices or facilities include:

— Health units.
— Offices of the occupational health nurse administrators (OHNAs).
— Offices of the senior or associate area medical directors.
— Medical facilities contracted by the Postal Service.
Postal Service employee medical records held in contracted medical facilities must be sequestered from the general facility filing system. The Postal Service is the owner of these records and must be provided with these records on request. Because contractor records are Postal Service records subject to the Privacy Act, they are subject to the same rules of access and disclosure as records maintained by the Postal Service. If a contractor receives a request for medical records related to a postal employee, the request must be referred to the OHNA or designated custodian for a response. Records maintained by the contractor must be released to the Postal Service upon cancellation of the contract.

Employee Medical Folder

An employee medical folder (EMF) is established for each employee or applicant for whom detailed medical records are obtained or created. There may be medically related documents found in the EMF that are not considered to be restricted medical records.

The EMF includes, but is not limited to, the following:

- Form 2485, Medical Examination and Assessment.
- Other medical documentation used to make suitability determinations.
- Drivers' physical examination records.
- Form 1997, Health Unit Case Record.
- Laboratory, radiographic, and electrocardiographic records.
- Diagnoses.
- Medical information used in the assessment of disability retirement requests.
- Medical documentation concerning involuntary separation for medical reasons.
- Medical documentation concerning limited or light duty as a result of medical problems.
- Medical and industrial hygiene information relative to toxic exposures.
- Vaccine record and consent forms.
- Audiometry records, baseline and periodic.
- Medical documents pertaining to dependent child determinations.
- Family Medical Leave Act medical documentation, when it includes restricted medical information, diagnoses and/or does not involve a workers’ compensation claim.
- Medical forensic documents.
- Copies of subpoenas for medical records.

Restricted medical records include drug and alcohol testing results. Nonrestricted documents related to drug and alcohol testing may be maintained in the relevant personnel office.
Security of Restricted Medical Records

All records containing restricted medical information must be marked “RESTRICTED MEDICAL” and filed in locked cabinets. Keys must be kept by medical personnel unless otherwise directed by the national medical director. These records may be reviewed or released only under specific conditions and authority.

Release of or Access to Restricted Medical Information

Every request for review or release of restricted medical records must be submitted in writing to the records custodian in the format provided in Attachment 2 and filed in the employee medical folder (EMF) (see Attachment 2). The requesting individual, except for the subject employee, must state the purpose for which the medical information will be used. The requester must be provided restricted medical information on a need-to-know basis.

Whenever information from a restricted medical record is released to any authorized person, the EMF must note that action, including:

— The purpose as expressed by the requester.
— The requester’s name, address, and organization.
— The signature of the requester.
— The information released.
— The date the information was released.

An annotated copy of the request letter will serve this purpose as long as the letter responds to those requisites (see Attachment 2).

Requesters never automatically receive restricted medical information. Except as provided below, no more information may be reviewed or released than is required to satisfy the need. A request for restricted medical information from any individual not listed in authorized requester categories (see Authorized Requester Categories below) must be forwarded to the senior area medical director.

As noted above, applicants or employees generally are granted access to their own medical records. However, in response to an individual’s request for his or her own medical records, the Postal Service records custodian has the discretion to postpone the release of such records. If he or she determines that such release may cause hardship or danger to the individual, the restricted medical records custodian shall request the name and address of the employee’s private physician and, if appropriate, forward the records under sealed, restricted cover to that physician. (See Authorized Requester Categories, Category I, Employees or applicants.)
Authorized Requester Categories

All requests must be submitted in writing preferably using the form provided in Attachment 2.

Category I

Requesters of restricted medical records or information who may submit requests directly to the medical facility or restricted medical record custodian include the following:

— Postal Officials:
  a. Installation head.
  b. Other postal medical personnel.
  c. Human Resources managers.
  d. Postal Service injury compensation specialists.
  e. Postal Service attorneys and Labor Relations specialists.

In general, those officials identified above should, upon request, receive restricted medical records, and not merely a summary thereof.

Postal officials who are provided copies of restricted medical records upon proper request are responsible for the security for such records, and for protecting such records in accordance with the Privacy Act. If the medical personnel have any concerns about the release of such records, the issue should be raised with the National Medical Director. If a situation occurs where litigation is in process or imminent, the relevant information may be released upon oral request, but must be followed immediately with written documentation of the request and response.

— Employees or applicants, i.e., individuals to whom the records pertain (record subjects) or any designees authorized in writing by those individuals:

Individuals may obtain copies of their medical records in response to written requests. No fees may be charged unless the copies exceed 100 pages (ASM 353.413b).

Individuals may personally review their medical files and, if they wish, obtain copies of selected records. Generally, records are available for inspection and copying during regular business hours, but any reasonable time and place may be designated (ASM 353.414). Third parties may be present only if authorized in writing by the individual (ASM 353.325b).

Employees sometimes submit requests, pursuant to either the Freedom of Information Act or the Privacy Act, that seek answers to questions or other information that is not contained in Postal Service records. Neither Act requires the Postal Service to provide such information, but the information may be provided, if appropriate. If a request for information other than records is denied, the
requester should still be advised of the right to appeal to the General Counsel.

If the Postal Service custodian of restricted medical records determines that the release of all or part of the records to the employee or applicant would have adverse effects on the employee, the custodian must provide the requester with the following:

a. The date, subject, and creator of each record or related set of records that is being withheld (see Attachment 3 or Attachment 4).

b. A statement that a copy of the requested record will be released to a physician designated by the employee.

c. A statement citing the requester’s right to appeal the withholding decision to the Postal Service General Counsel at Headquarters. The General Counsel, in consultation with the National Medical Director, will decide the appeal. Attachment 3 or Attachment 4 represents the document that must be given to the requester when release of restricted medical record is denied. A copy of Attachment 3 or Attachment 4 must be placed in the EMF.

— Requester with authority of compulsory legal process, i.e., Postal Inspection Service: In the case of an investigation, the inspector must put the inquiry in writing and submit the request using an official need-to-know request document or document of similar format.

— Third parties outside the Postal Service: Third parties may obtain an individual’s medical records only in specified circumstances (see ASM 353.325). The subject individual’s consent to release medical records to third parties must be written. This consent must be dated not more than one year prior to the date the request is received. Authorized third parties include:

a. Disclosure in Emergencies: The Privacy Act authorizes disclosure “pursuant to a showing of compelling circumstances affecting the health or safety of an individual.” Thus, records may be disclosed to handle a medical emergency. This authority is limited to emergencies, however, and the individual whose records are disclosed must receive prompt, written notification of the disclosure.

b. Office of Personnel Management making determinations relating to:
   – Veterans’ preference.
   – Disability retirement.
   – Benefit entitlement.

c. Federal benefits program administrators:
   – Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs.
   – Retired Military Pay Centers.
– Department of Veterans Affairs.
– Social Security Administration.
– Public Health Service.

d. Contracted community-based medical facilities providing medical examinations or other medical services.

Category II

Requesters of restricted employee medical records or information who must submit requests through the employee’s installation head include the following:

— Postal officials, other than those listed in Category I, acting in an official capacity and in need of specific information: Medical personnel must first summarize that portion of the medical record necessary and relevant to the requester’s need. This must be a written summary. If the requester reviews the summary and claims that the summary is insufficient for their purpose, the medical professional may extract specific portions of the medical record and deliver this material to the requesting postal official. The official is responsible for restricting its use and availability to other persons in accordance with the Privacy Act.

— Collective bargaining representatives, i.e., authorized union representatives, acting on behalf of the employee in an official union capacity: The representative must demonstrate that the information sought is relevant and necessary to collective bargaining. Medical personnel must ask the Labor Relations official to assist in a joint decision of relevancy and necessity.

a. In certain cases, employee medical records may be provided without an employee’s authorization to a postal union official under the collective bargaining agreement to which the Postal Service is a party. Requests from postal union representatives without an employee’s authorization must be carefully reviewed. Information that is relevant and necessary to collective bargaining is available to an authorized representative only when acting officially.

b. When a union representative submits a request to inspect an employee’s restricted medical records without the employee’s authorization, the installation head should instruct the appropriate Labor Relations official to obtain specific answers from the union representative to the following questions (if not provided in the request letter):

– What is the precise bargaining issue, grievance, or contemplated grievance involved?

– Why does the union claim that the information being sought is relevant and necessary to resolving the issue or dispute?
c. If the union representative provides a response to the above questions that the Labor Relations official believes to be inadequate, the installation head should be advised to deny the request.

d. If the union representative provides sufficient response and the Labor Relations official and medical personnel agree that the medical information is relevant and necessary, the official will forward the union request to the medical facility where the record is maintained for disclosure.

— Postal Equal Employment Opportunity officials, i.e., Postal Service EEO counselors and investigators when handling an EEO complaint: Refer to “postal officials” above.

— Requesters involved in legal proceedings in which the Postal Service is a party before a court, administrative body, or tribunal, or other adjudicatory body: This does not include Postal Service attorneys.

— Federal, state, or local agencies when there is an indication of a violation of the law, whether civil, criminal, or regulatory in nature: Information contained in employee medical records may be provided, when necessary, to an agency charged with the responsibility of investigating or prosecuting such violation, or charged with enforcing or implementing the statute, rule, regulation, or order involved.

— Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health when needed by either of these organizations in accordance with 29 CFR 19.

— Auditors:
  a. National medical program auditors.
  b. Other auditors and group data collectors as deemed appropriate by the national medical director and the vice president of Human Resources. Records selected for audit must have all employee identifiers eliminated prior to the audit.

A request for restricted medical information from anyone not listed in Category I or Category II must be forwarded to the responsible area medical director.

**Supervisor Handling of Medical Information**

Medical documentation is necessary to certify the need for medically related absence, sick leave, light duty, or other administrative activities or decisions. Medical documents received by a supervisor from an employee that contain a diagnosis are considered to be restricted medical records and must be forwarded to the local medical records custodian for placement into the employee medical folder. Supervisors, upon re-
receipt of restricted medical documentation, are subject to Privacy Act requirements concerning the proper handling of restricted medical information.

Withholding Release of Restricted Medical Records

Restricted medical records are exempt from mandatory public disclosure under Section (b)(6) of the Freedom of Information Act (5 USC 552 (b)(6)). An FOIA requester who does not fit into one of the authorized requester categories must be denied the information requested and advised of his or her appeal rights (ASM 352.54).

The requester should be provided the following if the request is denied:

— The date, subject, and creator of each record or related set of records that is being withheld (see Attachment 3).
— A statement citing the requester’s right to appeal the withholding decision to the Postal Service general counsel at Headquarters. The general counsel, in consultation with the national medical director, will decide the appeal (ASM 353.433c). Attachment 3 represents the document that must be given to the requester when release of restricted medical records is denied. A copy of Attachment 3 should be placed in the EMF (ASM 353.428b-c).

Before denying an individual’s request for access to his or her own medical records, the medical director or designee must consult with Labor Relations or Postal Service counsel (ASM 353.428a and Authorized Requester Categories, Category I).

Individual’s Right of Amendment

The Privacy Act permits individuals to request amendment of their records on the grounds that the records are not accurate, relevant, timely, or complete. Most requests for amendment involve challenges to the accuracy of the records. A record need not be amended, however, unless it is factually inaccurate. An individual’s disagreement with professional opinions, diagnoses, or evaluations is not grounds for amendment. If a request for amendment is denied, the requester must be advised of the right to appeal to the General Counsel.

Transfer or Mailing of Medical Records

Procedures for transferring or mailing medical records are outlined as follows:

— Employee is transferred from one Postal Service duty station to another. The medical folder should be double-enveloped and the inner envelope should be marked “RESTRICTED MEDICAL — to be opened by medical personnel only” and sent to the district occupational health nurse administrator.
— The employee is being transferred to another Federal agency. Copies of restricted medical records may be sent by Postal Service medical records custodians directly to other Federal agency medical records custodians only if such record transfer is requested in writing by the record subject. Postal medical record custodians are not to send records to other agencies as a routine procedure. Postal medical records are not to be merged with other Federal agency medical records. However, when an individual is transferred from another Federal agency to the Postal Service, that agency’s medical records may be merged in the Postal Service EMF. When the Postal Service receives a request from a former employee, other Federal agencies, or third-party requester for access and release of these other agency medical records (previously received either in an OPF or from a newly hired employee), the Postal Service forwards copies of those medical records (for determinations on releasability) only to the address below. The Postal Service will notify the requester of the referral.

OPM’S OPF/EMF ACCESS UNIT
PO BOX 18673
ST LOUIS MO 63118-0673

Note: Postal Service medical records may be identified by the dates of employment of the postal employee as they relate to the records. This includes Form 1997, as well as other medical documents.

Duplicate copies of restricted medical records must always be sent by certified mail. Originals must be mailed by registered mail, with a return receipt requested, and a copy should be maintained at the medical facility.

Federal Record Centers and Record Storage and Retrieval

The Postal Service is currently transferring medical records for employees separated on or before December 31, 1989 to the Federal Record Centers (FRC) and to the National Personnel Records Center (NPRC) in St. Louis, MO for employees separated on or after January 1, 1990.

On an annual basis, occupational health nurses should purge the records of all separated employees and transfer them to the appropriate record center. Be sure to maintain a list of all EMFs that have been forwarded from your office in order to facilitate fulfilling requests for these records at a future date.

EMFs should be sent by registered mail to:

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL RECORDS
NATIONAL PERSONNEL RECORDS CENTER
111 WINNEBAGO ST
ST LOUIS MO 63118-4199
Retrieval of Separated Employee Folders

Written requests for medical records will be routed through the National Medical Director at Headquarters:

NATIONAL MEDICAL DIRECTOR
OFFICE OF SAFETY AND RISK MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
USPS HEADQUARTERS
475 L’ENFANT PLAZA SW RM 9801
WASHINGTON DC  20260-4235

Retrieval From the Federal Record Centers

Only medical directors may retrieve medical records from the FRCs. Medical directors must use Optional Form 11, Reference Request — Federal Record Center. FEDSTRIP ordering offices order this form directly from General Services Administration (GSA); non-FEDSTRIP ordering offices order this form directly from their supporting MSC supply section or their GSA Customer Supply Center.

Administrative Medical Records

Definitions

Administrative medical records are documents that may contain medical information and have limitations placed upon their access or disclosure. These documents provide medical information necessary for management decisions and document management actions.

Custodian: There may be multiple custodians of administrative medical records. Custodians are legally responsible for the retention, maintenance, protection, disposition, disclosure, and transfer of the records in their custody, and for seeing that records within the facilities are managed according to Postal Service policies.

This medical information is maintained by non-medical personnel and is filed in the official personnel folder or within other related files.

Administrative medical records include, but are not limited to:

- Physician statements relative to the employee’s fitness-for-duty that contain no restricted medical information.
- Unrestricted portions of Medical Examination and Assessment (Form 2485, pages 1 and 6).
- Authorization for Medical Attention (Form 3956).
- Sick leave requests.
- Blood donation records.
- Medical suitability waivers.
- Applicant Drug Test personnel notification form.
Dependent child determinations based on medical information.

Access

Administrative records may be accessed by postal managers or their designees who have a legitimate need to know.

Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs-Related Records

OWCP medical records relate specifically to employee job-related injury or illness. These records are ultimately maintained by injury compensation personnel and include medical information relating to the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of injuries or illness for which compensation is or may be claimed. Copies may also be maintained in the EMF. Documentation includes Department of Labor forms and relevant medical information submitted by a physician or other health care provider. OWCP-related records may be made available to postal managers and other authorized officials for injury compensation program matters (ELM 540).

Subpoenas

To the extent required by law, medical personnel must comply with subpoenas, court orders, or other legal processes calling for the disclosure of restricted medical records. When the United States or the Postal Service is not a party to a lawsuit, the release of medical information or records pursuant to a subpoena or court order in litigation is governed by the Privacy Act and the Postal Service’s Touhy regulation at 39 CFR 256.12. When restricted medical records are released in response to a subpoena or court order, the medical record custodian must include a cautionary statement as to the possible adverse effect if information from the record were known to the subject or to the public. The manager of Human Resources and the Postal Service General Counsel in the relevant area or district should be contacted immediately upon receipt of a subpoena.

Fitness-for-Duty Examinations and Release of Medical Information

Fitness-for-duty examination medical reports, submitted by the examining or consulting physician, are sent to the Postal Service associate medical director (AMD) for review. These reports are considered restricted medical information and must be handled as such. Upon completion of the review process, the AMD makes a recommendation based upon the examination or consultation findings to management.
through the district manager of Human Resources or his or her designee. In the event that the district manager of Human Resources considers that full disclosure of the report is necessary, he or she should contact the AMD. The district manager of Human Resources or his or her designee is deemed to have a legitimate need to know (see Authorized Requester Categories, Category I), and the AMD should honor the request. The AMD must advise the district manager of Human Resources concerning the significance of relevant information contained in the report. If a dispute develops between the AMD and the district manager of Human Resources over disclosure, such dispute will be resolved by the area medical director in consultation with the area manager of Human Resources.

The district manager of Human Resources is responsible for safeguarding the confidentiality of restricted records and limiting access to those who have a specific need to know. The confidential information must be segregated from other records while in the custody of Human Resources personnel. Upon resolution of the issues under consideration, all confidential information must be returned to the official custodian.
Authorized Requester Categories

CAUTION: Requesters in this list never automatically receive restricted medical information. No more information may be disclosed than is required to satisfy the need. A request for restricted medical information from anyone not listed in Categories I and II must be forwarded to the Area Medical Director. Requesters are identified in Privacy Act System 120.090 (ASM, Appendix B).

All requests must be submitted in writing, preferably using the form demonstrated in Attachment 2.

Category I

Requesters of restricted medical records or information who may submit requests directly to the medical facility or restricted medical record custodian include the following:

A. Postal officials: Installation head, other medical personnel, Human Resources managers, Postal Service Injury Compensation specialists, Postal Service attorneys and Labor Relations representatives.

B. Requesters with authority of compulsory legal process such as subpoenas: Includes Postal Inspection Service.

C. Third parties in limited situations only:
   3. Federal benefits program administrators: Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs, Retired Military Pay Centers, Department of Veterans Affairs, Social Security Administration, Public Health Service.

D. Subject employees or applicants.

Category II

Requesters of restricted employee medical records or information who must submit requests in writing through the employee’s installation head include the following:

A. Postal officials, other than those listed in Category I.

B. Collective bargaining representatives.

C. Postal Equal Employment Opportunity officials.

D. Requesters for legal proceedings in which the Postal Service is a party: This does not include Postal Service attorneys.

E. Federal, state, or local agencies when there is an indication of a violation of the law, whether civil, criminal, or regulatory in nature.

F. Occupational Safety and Health Administration and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health when needed by either of these organizations in accordance with 29 CFR 19.

G. Auditors: National Medical Program auditors, their auditors and group data collectors as deemed appropriate by the national medical director and the vice president of Human Resources. Records selected for audit must have all employee identifiers eliminated prior to the audit.
REQUEST FOR MEDICAL INFORMATION
(RESTRICTED MEDICAL RECORDS)

Requests for restricted medical information must be submitted in writing. MI EL-860-98-2, Employee Medical Records, cites the categories of requesters as well as to whom the request must be submitted. Requests that are not sent directly to the Medical Director or Occupational Health Nurse Administrator are submitted to the installation head.

Name of Employee ___________________________ SSN __________________

Requester’s Name ___________________________ Title __________________

Information Requested _________________________

Reason for Request ___________________________

Signature of Requester ________________________ Date __________

Signature of Employee ________________________ Date __________

Signature of Installation Head/Designee __________ Date __________

MEDICAL FACILITY ACTION

Action Taken _________________________________

Information Released/Denied ___________________

Requester’s Signature _________________________

Custodian’s Signature _________________________ Date __________

Note: Retain this document in the employee’s medical folder.
RESTRICTED MEDICAL RECORDS WITHHELD

In accordance with MI EL-860-98-2, Employee Medical Records, the restricted medical record that has been requested is being withheld.

The custodian of restricted medical records withholds release of the requested information for the following reason(s).

- Insufficient ‘Need to Know’ justification.
- Release of part or all of the requested information to this requester would have adverse effects or impact negatively upon the employee.
- Other

Date of withheld document/information

Subject of the withheld document/information

Creator of the withheld document/information

The custodian of restricted medical records may determine that the requested document or information will be released to a physician designated by the employee. This includes requests made by the employee when the custodian determines that release of the information should be through the employee’s private physician.

The requester has the right to appeal the withholding decision to the Postal Service General Counsel at Headquarters. The General Counsel, in consultation with the National Medical Director, will decide the appeal.

Requester’s signature __________________________ Date ______________

Requester’s name (print) __________________________________________

Custodian’s signature __________________________ Date ______________

Custodian’s name (print) __________________________________________
Dear Medical Records Requester:

This responds to your letter dated [__date__], in which you requested a complete copy of your Postal Service medical file. Enclosed are [__number__] pages of records from your file. It has been determined, however, that the report of the examination conducted by Dr. [__name__] on [__date__] could have an adverse effect on you if it is released directly to you. Therefore, the report will be provided only to a physician designated by you. If you wish to designate a physician to receive the report, please submit a written designation to this office.

If you consider this letter to be a denial of your request, you may submit an appeal to the General Counsel, United States Postal Service, 475 L’Enfant Plaza, SW, Washington, DC 20260-1100. A letter of appeal must include: (1) reasonable identification of the records to which access was requested, (2) a statement of the action appealed and relief sought, and (3) copies of the request, notification of denial, and any other related correspondence. The appeal procedure may be found in ASM 353.433c.

[__signed__]